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The Importance of Soil 

  As 2015 is quickly coming to a close so wraps up the International Year of Soils. This year was 

declared the International Year of Soils by the United Nations with the aim to increase awareness 

and understanding of the importance of soil for food security and essential ecosystem functions. 

As farmers, you have a keen awareness of the importance of healthy soil in your fields for 

optimum yields. You see those compacted areas where you run your grain cart or other heavy 

equipment simply by observing the stunted growth of your crops patterned after wheel tracts. 

You know the creek bottoms are your best producing fields because good topsoil carried 

downstream has washed there. You know the eroded or sandy areas in your fields because as 

soon as the hot dry Kansas winds blow in the summer, the plants in those spots will wilt first. 

Your precision ag operations and nutrient applications are based on the soil texture, type, health, 

etc of your soil in your fields. Therefore soil health and conservation is and should be a number 

one priority of any farmer to continue to produce good crops on his land. 

  Soil is a fascinating substance. There are scientists at K-State and many other places that simply 

spend their lives studying the complexities and interactions of soil. In one tablespoon of healthy 

soil, there are more organisms than there are people on earth. Soil is teeming with life; being a 

host to a quarter of our earth’s biodiversity. It is estimated that 95% of our food is directly or 

indirectly produced on our soils. Because soil is soil is usually covered by plant material and not 

something in our faces to observe every day, it can be easy to forget its importance. With a 

rapidly growing world population which is sustained by our soils, it is critical that the soil we 

care for is nurtured and protected within our farming operations. The formation of soil is 

extremely slow making it a finite resource, meaning its loss and degradation is not recoverable 

within a human lifespan. 

  One common way we lose our topsoil in fields here is by water erosion. Large rain events can 

wash loose soil off our fields and cut diches through the field. This is an obvious loss to the 

farmer that usually gets repaired. However, slow topsoil erosion across a field can lull a farmland 

owner into thinking that the value of the lost soil is minimal. This is not the case. Rill erosion 

across your field can easily cause .5-1 ton per acre soil loss each year depending on the 

environment. The cost of applied fertilizer nutrients carried away by soil erosion, loss of soil 

organic matter, the costs to apply soil amendments and higher rates of fertilizer to offset erosion 

losses all impact your operation. Not only does soil loss affect you now, but it affects your farm 

value and ability to sustain good yields in the future. It is time to remain vigilant in caring for 

your soil in your fields. Practice no-till or minimum-till farming, retain residue, grow cover 

crops, fix terraces. Take the time to make soil a number one priority. Your crops, the future 

generations, and the hungry world will be glad you did.  For more information about the 

International Year of Soils, go to: http://www.fao.org/soils-2015/en/ 
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